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Dear CAIGE colleagues,

It has been quite sometime since
our last newsletter early this
year. Till now we have not had
much to report but now that harvest is in full swing and we are
planning for next year please
find our end of year update.
As you will recall we did not
have any CG scientists visit this
year for the CAIGE tour, however Mark visited Barley and Richard and myself between us visited all the wheat sites (except
Breeza). We recently had our
Steering Committee meeting at
the PBI Sydney which went very
well.
The Australian field season has
been a challenging one for many
with drought, frost and hail in
some parts, so Dorothy McKellar
was on track when she composed
‘A Sunburnt Country’. We wish
you well with your harvest in
Australia, and look forward to
receiving your data as soon possible. We also wish our CG partners happy sowing! On behalf of
the CAIGE team we wish you
and your families a peaceful
Christmas and all the best for
good health and happiness in
2020.
Thanks to all for you patience as
we have the new CAIGE project
moving this year and we look

forward to reporting back next
year.
Christmas cheer
Julie Nicol
Coordinator CAIGE project

EVENTS
March 9-13th 2020, Inter-drought symposium, Mexico City, MEXICO https://
www.interdrought2020.com/
13th March – proposed CAIGE Annual
General Meeting, Adelaide, AUSTRALIA
March 17-20th CIMMYT Wheat Obregon
field station visit, CIMMYT Int., MEXICO
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UPDATE FROM CAIGE LEADER
The new CAIGE program has been in operation since
January this year and with one or two hiccups, is working really well. Bread wheat, durum wheat and barley
materials were quarantined, multiplied and sown in
trials around Australia and the associated data captured and uploaded to the new CAIGE database. We
are in a transition phase to a more targeted acquisition
and evaluation of germplasm and so far, all is proceeding to plan. While it has taken some time to develop
the necessary collaboration agreements, the work has
gone on regardless and I wish to extend my thanks, onbehalf of the whole CAIGE team, to everyone who has
forged on and continued to deliver great data and outcomes. I look forward to working with everyone in the
new year as we continue to provide the germplasm and
information needed by breeders and pre-breeders to deliver real outcomes for grain growers.

Richard Trethowan

To all our collaborators

from all of us at CAIGE
December 2019
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PBI AND AGT FIELD DAY
The annual University of Sydney Plant Breeding Institute and AGT Field Day took place in Narrabri on Wednesday September 18th, held in conjunction with the Sydney Institute of Agriculture.
The theme for the day was “Foods for Thought” and covered a range of talks including future
farm technologies, native foods, chickpea research, hybrid wheat, heat tolerance research, weeds
research and much much more – all with an emphasis on paddock to plate. The guest speaker for
the day, Provenance Foods, gave the record 350-strong crowd much to think about by honing in on
the importance of knowing where your food is coming from, with an emphasis on the importance of
quality. A central message at a time where global food security is facing some of its biggest challenges.
The University of Sydney Plant Breeding
Institute held its annual field day on Wednesday.
Pictured, Maria Ruz, University of
Sydney Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research)
Professor Duncan Ivison, Director of Northern
Agriculture Associate Professor Guy Roth,
Founder of Provenance Flour and Malt John
Campbell, Josie Clarke and Edgeroi’s Andrew
McClenaghan with his son Riley and daughter
Kirby McClenaghan (front).

From left Melinda O’Connor, Jayne Onus,
Meiqin Lu, Douglas Lush, Robert Shepard,
Tom Kapcejevs, Madalyn Paull and Phoebe
Bowen

AGT launched a new APH variety Sunchaser and new Durum variety Westcourt on the day.
Such huge crowds at an event like this, in an area suffering from extreme drought conditions, truly
does highlight a thirst for knowledge in the region and more broadly in the agriculture space. The
day was a true testament to the hard working staff and students at the PBI.

The day was a true testament to the hard working staff and students at the PBI.

December 2019
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AN UPDATE OF THE BARLEY CAIGE AND
CAIGE BARLEY TOUR 2019 (AUSTRALIA)
This has been a busy year for the CAIGE
barley program – commencing with the
release of 276 breeding lines from
quarantine. These lines were primarily
selected by David Moody during the 2018
visit to Morocco. A small number of
additional lines will be released from
quarantine at the end of the year, bringing
the total set imported to 299 lines. This
marks the transition to the new phase of the
barley CAIGE project where, 300 lines will be
selected from across the ICARDA nurseries
every second year, and the implementation of
a two-stage testing regime in Australia. In
2020,
the
imported
lines
and
Australian/ICARDA checks will be evaluated
for yield in four ‘public’ trials. In the
subsequent year, a selected set of lines will
be evaluated in collaborative yield trials with
the breeding programs (approximately 10-12
sites). However, seed will be distributed exseed increase in 2020 to the breeding
companies and for disease screening in 2020,
but breeding companies are not expected to
establish CAIGE barley yield trials in 2020.
The 276 lines provided by Brett Lobsey ex
quarantine have now been successfully
increased at Gatton, and the lines harvested.
It is anticipated that seed weights will be
available before the end of the year, and seed
shipped to AGG in January for distribution
to project partners in Australia. Samples of
seed ex-quarantine were also provided to
Davinder Singh (US) to evaluate for leaf rust
resistance, and to Lisle Synman (DAF) for
spot blotch screening. Seed from 2018 seed
increase was also provide to Davinder, Lisle,
Mark McLean (Horsham) and Hugh
Wallwork (SARDI) for disease phenotyping.

December 2019

CAIGE Barley Trial at Merredin, September 2019

CAIGE Barley Trial at Gatton, October 2019
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AN UPDATE OF THE BARLEY CAIGE AND
CAIGE BARLEY TOUR 2019 (AUSTRALIA)
A total of 10 barley yield trials were successfully
established in 2019: Merredin (Murdoch Univ.), Corrigin
(Intergrain), Toodyay (Edstar Genetics), Roseworthy
(AGT), Pinnaroo (AGT), Swan Hill (Kalyx), Kalkee
(Intergrain), Breeza (S&W Seeds), Narrabri (Univ.
Sydney), and Gatton (Univ. Queensland). The lines in
these trials are a subset of lines evaluated in 2018 (seed
affected by preharvest sprouting in 2017 increase) and a
small set of lines imported from ICARDA in 2017/18)
Under the new phase of the CAIGE project, only data
from the yield trials at Merredin, Swan Hill, Narrabri
and Gatton will be made available publically on the
CAIGE Project website. All trials, except Breeza, were
visited by Mark Dieters during the growing season, and
at this stage we are expecting to harvest all trials, with
expected yields ranging from around 1.5t to over 5t/ha.
Some sites are likely to suffer from terminal water
stress (e.g. Pinnaroo and Swan Hill and possibly
CAIGE Barley Trial at Narrabri,
Corrigin), but others were grown under irrigation
September 2019
(Narrabri, Gatton, and Merredin) or favourable
conditions (e.g. Toodyay and Kalkee) and so yields are expected to be high. The trial at Breeza
was sown late (Aug. 2019), and may provide some interesting results on heat stress during grain
fill.

Overall an excellent result for the barley CAIGE program in 2019. Many thanks
to everyone on the CAIGE team who made this a successful year.

Remember the
CAIGE Barley Tour is
scheduled for April
2020 – most
probably the week
commencing April
20th. Mark this in

your diary’s for
2020!

December 2019

Dr David Watson, Manager, Intergrain Eastern Operations, Manager Ms
Bridget Doyle, Manager, Kalyx Southern Operations and local farmer Dr
Tony Gregson at the Intergrain Kalkee Barley CAIGE trial, Victoria
Nov, 2019 ICARDA Barley CAIGE tour
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CAIGE WHEAT TOUR 2019 (AUSTRALIA)

As there were no formal CG scientists
visiting this year as part of the new project the CAIGE bread and durum wheat
trials were visited by Richard and myself
with respective breeders and related staff
at appropriate times during the field season from September till Mid November.
We had a total of 12 bread wheat trials
and 7 durum wheat trials planted across
the Australian cereal belt in collaboration
with the many partners involved with
CAIGE.
Unfortunately for bread wheat it has
been a difficult season for many sites
with extensive frost damage in South
Australia (Roseworthy and Balaklava)
and less so in Victoria at Swan Hill and
Kalkee. Drought has continued to plague
NSW, and to add injury to insult Hail
damage also occurred at Northstar with
both DW and BW. Reliable Narrabri produced good results as irrigated, and
Breeza BW and DW survived however
was planted very late.

AGT Wheat Breeder Dr Adam Norman at the
CAIGE Bread Wheat Site at Roseworthy, SA
October 2019

LongReach Plant Breeder Dr Harpreet Gill at
the CAIGE Bread Wheat site at Balaklava, SA
October 2019

Durum Farmer Mr Mark Hill with University of
Adelaide Durum Breeder Ass Prof Jason Able at
the Kapunda CAIGE Durum Site, SA
October 2019

December 2019
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CAIGE WHEAT TOUR 2019 (AUSTRALIA)

Unfortunately, the Durum CAIGE in Tamworth proved too attractive to birds (probably
the only green paddock around), however Crown Rot will still be able to be scored. Other Durum sites however looked very good. Western Australia also looked very good in
all locations, with the exception of some weed issues and pig damage at some sites. The
disease screening by Grant Holloway and Mel Cook in Horsham looked excellent. Richard and I would like to thank all CAIGE collaborators for planting and maintaining all
field sites. For those trials included in the CAIGE Yield analysis please kindly send
your field books with plot yields and any other relevant dataas soon as able to Sandra
and myself.

University of Sydney PBI Director and CAIGE leader
Prof Richard Trethowan at EdStar Genetics
Toodyay Bread Wheat CAIGE site in WA.
September 2019

kindly send your field
books with plot yields as
soon as able to Sandra
and Julie
Ms Melissa Cook from Ag Vic at the
Horsham Victoria foliar screening site
for CAIGE materials – note this is the
susceptible Morocco spreader covered
in Yellow Rust. November 2019
December 2019
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UPDATE FROM QUARANTINE
Already we have received 100 breeder selected lines from Filippo’s durum nursery and
200 bread wheat lines which Tadesse, Allan
and Richard have selected this year from
ICARDA.
Also in transit are 100 lines
which Filippo is sending over "This is the
special set from the GRDC project of F5 for
the pyramiding of “ICARDA’s QTLs” on Australian cultivars and selected via MAS".
Here is the list of lines coming out of quarantine with weights (LATE 2019 CAIGE LINES
HARVESTED IN QUARANTINE_NOV
2019).
All of these are currently being harvested
and limited seed 1 to 30g of these lines (or a
subset) please kindly contact Brett Lobsey,
Genetic Resource Manager Cereals by the
end of January
Email: brett.lobsey@industry.nsw.gov.au

The seed and International nursery designation include;
Durums


CIMMYT Durum nurseries - ZDG19



ICARDA Durum nurseries ZDL19



CIMMYT Durum wheat breeders selections
- ZDA19



Australian Durum breeders selections from
CIMMYT - KDS19



Turkish SBP F6s for Soil Borne Pathogens Durum Wheat - DWT19

Bread Wheat


ICARDA bread
tions ZIZ19



ICARDA
ZIF19



Turkish SBP F6s for Soil Borne Pathogens Bread Wheat - BWT19

elite

wheat
bread

breeders
wheat

selec-

selections

Some seed has been received from CIMMYT Physiologist Matthew Reynolds. He sent BW physiological trait nurseries including 2 reps of 70 lines 7th WYCYT (7TH WHEAT YIELD CONSORTIUM
YT ) and the 2 reps of 60 for the 9th SATYN (9TH STRESS ADAPTIVE TRAIT YNDT) . Also 150 durum
lines called CD20 lines from Karim Durum Wheat Program. These represent lines from the
breeding program selected using the same selection as part of the GRDC funded project. These
materials will enter quarantine and be available for release in 2021.
Crown Rot Durum nursery we mentioned last year (Turkey CIMMYT Durum (TCD) 1..99
https://www.caigeproject.org.au/special-sbp-durum-nursery/ ) has been increased in PBI Narrabri and limited seed of this is also possible to obtain from Brett early next year. Dr Anke Martin will also be using this material is replicated yield trials with and without crown rot inoculum
in the 2020 field season. Please contact Anke if you need further information, email:
Anke.Martin@usq.edu.au

Many thanks to Brett, Sally and their teams for the great work they do.

December 2019
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CAIGE TOUR PLANS FOR 2020 TO
CIMMYT & ICARDA
CIMMYT Bread and Durum wheat tour, Mexico March 2020
The CAIGE tour to CIMMYT Mexico is
coming up in March 2020 for both
bread and durum wheat. The Interdrought Conference is also on in Mexico City 9-13th March.
Richard is currently canvasing to understand if there is general interest in
any of the Australian breeders joining
inter-drought, in which case the
CAIGE CIMMYT Obregon tour would
begin on week of the 16th of March
which coincides with the visitor week
in Obregon.

If there is limited interest in attending the
inter-drought then the date of the CAIGE
tour would be March 23-27th.
As with the previous CAIGE project the
new project will cover local costs or commercial breeders and the full cost for one public
durum breeding program.

Please can you kindly contact Julie
or Richard as soon as possible to
indicate your interest so we can
confirm a date.

ICARDA Barley tour, Morocco April 2020
The CAIGE Barley Tour is scheduled for
April 2020 – most probably the week commencing April 20th.

If you have interest in attending this
please can you kindly contact Mark or
myself as soon as possible.

December 2019
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AUSTRALIAN CAIGE TOUR PLANS FOR 2020
It has been discussed in our recent steering committee meeting to try and combine
where possible the CAIGE barley and wheat travelling tours. We ask our partners to
consider this will there plans for planting next year.
We hope to have breeders from both CIMMYT and ICARDA join next year and the suggested dates are 1st-10th October. We very much welcome CAIGE partners to join
relevant parts of these tours as the exchange of information and networking continues to
be highly valuable and relevant to breeding programs.

CAIGE DATA - BREEDING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (BMS)
All CAIGE data collected from our yield trials and disease screening in Australia in the
past 5 years, has now been loaded to the BMS database, thanks to our collaborators at
the Integrated Breeding Platform (IBP). The Bread Wheat, Durum Wheat and Barley
BMS databases can be accessed from the CAIGE website, by clicking on BMS DATABASE on the main menu.

Please note that you need a username and password to access this database.
Users need to contact the Data manager Sandra Micallef
(Sandra.micallef@sydney.edu.au) to be given a username and password.
CAIGE data that has been collected prior to 2019, will still be publicly available.
CAIGE data collected from publicly funded trials and testing, will also be publicly available.
CAIGE data collected by our industry collaborators from 2019 onwards, will only be
available in the BMS database, and will be password protected.
Please contact us if you need more information.
Most of all, contact us to be given access to the BMS database.
December 2019
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Laughter, the
best medicine
THINGS TO THINK ABOUT


100 years ago everyone owned a horse and only
the rich had cars. Today everyone has cars and
only the rich own horses.



If you replace “W” with “T” in “What”, “Where”
and “When”, you get the answer to each of them.



Many animals probably need glasses but nobody
knows it.



If you rip a hole in a net, there are actually fewer
holes in it than there were before.



Ratio of an igloo’s circumference to its diameter
= Eskimo Pi



2000 pounds of Chinese soup = Won ton

Christmas in the air !
Q: What do you get if you eat Christmas decorations?
A: Tinsilitis!
CIMMYT— Australia— ICARDA
Germplasm Evaluation Project
Project Leader (Bread Wheat and Durum Wheat)
Dr Richard Trethowan
Project Leader (Barley) Dr Mark Dieters
Data Administrator Sandra Micallef
Project Coordinator Dr Julie M Nicol
E: julie.nicol@sydney.edu.au
M: +61 (0)488 709 439

caigeproject.org.au
December 2019

Q: Who is Santa’s favourite singer?
A: Elf-is Presley!
Q: What do you call an obnoxious reindeer?
A: Rude-olph
Q: What do you get when you cross a snowman
and a vampire?
A: Frostbite.
Q: What do you get when you mix a Christmas
tree and an iPad?
A: A pineapple!
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